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Listing ID: 202022202

$798,500
3 Bedrooms, 2 BathroomsSingle Family

2602 Lower Bedeque Road|Rte 112, Lower
Bedeque, Prince Edward Island, C0B1C0

Beautiful country home and 18 wonderful
waterfront acres on Bedeque Bay. The 3
bedroom property offers just over 3,000
square ft of elegant living space with
attention to detail. Hand-laid hardwood
covers the main floor, custom trim work
graces the huge windows, lovely archways
open to the downstairs living rooms,
magnificent solid wood staircase leads to
huge bedrooms, upstairs hallway features
lovely custom-cabinetry, built-in drapery
tracks disappear into the ceilings and high-
end interior window coverings offer even
more energy efficiency in winter. This home
has been completely redone both inside and
outside by a skilled master craftsman and
the workmanship is superb. Main floor
features an 8 ft wide center hallway with an
imported energy-efficient German-tile
woodstove. The large living room flows into
the formal dining room directly off the
spacious kitchen. The kitchen features the
imported energy-efficient German-tile
fireplace and comes with the Island tradition
pantry kitchen as well as a separate and
inviting breakfast room. The large second
living room/den is directly across the
hallway from the front living room. An
enclosed porch, a laundry room and a 3pc
bathroom complete the main floor. The
second floor features 2 huge bedrooms with
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European-style closets and the third huge
bedroom with a secret door to the loft.
Across the hall is the main bath with his and
her sinks and a deep Jacuzzi tub; down the
hall is the 16x20 loft which could become
the new master suite, the home office, the
media room, the den and/or the crafts room.
Outside, the 18 acre property features an
attractive circular driveway, a 19x34 wired
garage, a 50x80 wired barn, a swimming
pond, and 868 ft of waterfront. This is truly
a very special Island gem offering a private
country life-style close to all amenities and
within a short drive of the mainland. *Note:
furnishings negotiable; additional acreage
negotiable; HST is applicable on 10 acres;
all measurements approx. (id:33212)
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